
Festival of Lights 5K & Family Fun Run
Saturday, December 9, 2017

VOLUNTEER TEAMS

Luminary Prep Team (30 people) 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
- Prepare luminaries: place lights & weights into bags, load into vehicles
- Distribute luminaries: teams of 5 volunteers to place on course 
- Ensure there are no gaps on route

Parking Lot Attendants (4 people) 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.
- Direct vehicles in the parking lot

Registration Team (10-15 people) 4:00 - 6:30 p.m.
- Help 1st Place Sports with day-of race registrations
- Hand out race packet with runner number, t-shirt, timing chip and jingle bells

Holiday Magic Team (10 people) 4:00 - 8:00 p.m.
- Set-up Kid Zone station and assist in various stations (craft, hot chocolate, etc.)
- At the end of the night, collect clean-up craft table and breakdown tables

Refreshment Team (15 people) 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
- Set-up and manage water table along route 
- Distribute water to runners making sure just enough cups are ready
- Following the race, clean up trash around area & breakdown tables

Finish Line Team (15 people) 5:00 - 7:30 p.m.
- Kids Run medals given to each child who runs in 1 Mile Fun Run
- Prepare water station at the finish line with water bottles and distribute to runners
- Following the race, clean up trash around area & breakdown tables

Clean-up Team (20 people) 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
- Assist with luminary pick-up along the route post race and disassmble luminaries
- Empty trash bins throughout the San Marco Square and take to dumpster
- Break down tables/chairs/banners, etc.

Contact Sommer Murphy at sommer.murphy@jax.ufl.edu or (904) 244-9338.

**All volunteers to meet at the Bank of America in the San Marco Square**
**Volunteers must be over 18 unless accompanied by an adult**


